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 The Ultimate Circuit Design Suite includes: Multisim Ultiboard Proteus Expert Designer Circuit Designer Circuit Designer
Express Each of these tools makes creating and verifying circuits faster and easier, and allows you to implement high-quality

and cost-effective designs with a minimum of effort. The tools are designed to work together, communicating with one another
and with your own design and test data to create designs for a wide variety of applications. The Circuit Design Suite is used for

design and verification of single-chip systems, multiple-chip systems, and custom circuit and printed circuit boards (PCBs).
Proteus is a free and easy-to-use graphical circuit design environment. It is designed to create both analog and digital circuits

with ease. In addition to creating schematic diagrams, you can also create a Verilog or VHDL model from the schematic.
Proteus is available as a standalone application, but it can be used in conjunction with Ultiboard and Multisim. Features: Create

and edit both analog and digital circuit schematics. Use the device manager to create and edit networks and buses. Create
behavioral models and behavioral IP. Import all the most popular formats including Excel, CSV, and CSV. Import a multisim
project or project with a standard multisim block that was created with OpenBE2 Project Wizard. Design and simulation of

multisim circuits. Graphical system design tools. Export to Xilinx Verilog, EDAW-HDL, and EDIF. Build your project using a
large number of netlists. Speed: Fast and robust. Run time is typically less than 10 minutes for the entire design. Ease of Use:

The software is easy to learn and use. Supports all the features of Ultiboard. Graphical user interface for design and simulation.
Create electronic schematics. Quick and easy to use. Automatically updates circuit properties. Ability to generate an executable
project. Support for generating Verilog and VHDL projects from digital schematics. Auto-complete feature to resolve design

errors. Fast, robust, and easy to use. Supports all the features 82157476af
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